
Tech Facts
By– Mathias Fikru (Grade 11)

Ever heard of Michael Angelo ? The Artist? Yeah he has 
got a virus too .  This virus is so deadly (computer deadly) 
that once it gets on to your computer it stays dormant 
until the Birth Day of Michael Angelo  then opens up and 
shuts down your computer for good what a piece of art?

source:-virus.wikidot.com

Did Scientists really find water on mars?
By-Amanuel Alemayehu (Grade 11)

Recently, media outlets went wild with headlines that 
read “WATER FOUND ON MARS” or something similar. 
Could this be true? Has decades of searching come to 
an end. Is there really liquid water on Mars? Can the Red 
Planet support life and are we not alone in the universe? 
Short answer is NO.

Let me explain. On September 28, scientists           
announced that the dark streaks that have been 
photographed on the surface of Mars were caused by 
flowing water. However, this water is not in the normal 
water most of us envision. The water on the surface of 
Mars is found as a mixture with salts. This water can only 
exist on Mars surface in its salty form because in this 
form, it can withstand the planets extreme temperatures. 
This makes it improbable that life would exist on Mars. 
This means that unlike the headlines would have you 
believed this is not the end of the road.
                                     source:http:llasapscience.bondcomp.com

Hellen Adams Keller was 
born on June 27, 1980 

in Alabama, USA. She was 
blind, deaf and mute starting 
from the age of two. 

Beginning 1987, Keller’s 
teacher , Annie Sullivan, 
helped her to make tremendous progress with her ability 
to communicate. 

Keller graduated from college in 1904 and became the 
first deaf blind person to earn Bachelor of Arts Degree. 

Keller was an author, political activist and lecturer.
She became the most influential person in history as an 
author, political activist, and lecturer. Besides, Keller is 
widely known through the dramatic depictions of the play 
and film ‘The Miracle Worker’.

Nowadays, June 27, the birth day of Helen Keller 
is commemorated every year in U.S.A state of 
Pennsylvania.

                    Source -www.biography.com  

Inspiration

   Having a positive outlook is a choice, you can choose 
to think thoughts that elevate your mood, throw a more 
constructive light on difficult situations, and generally 
color your day with brighter, more helpful approaches to 
the things, you do. By choosing to take a positive outlook 
on life you can begin to shift out of negative frame of 
mind and see life as filled with possibilities and solutions 
instead of worries and obstacles. Choosing to think more 
positively will not only help you take control of your life 
and make your every day experiences more pleasant, but 
it can also benefit your mental and physical health as well 
as your ability to deal with changes. Being aware of these 
benefits can help you be even more motivated to think 
positively on regular basis.
  Researchers are finding more and more evidence pointing 
to the many benefits of positive thinking. Such findings 
explain positive thinking improves    ability to learn, lower 
rate of depression, increase ability to form  relationship 
and ability to bounce from stressful experiences  quickly 
and efficiently. With this key, it is easier to achieve success 
improves relationships, have better health and enjoy 
happiness, satisfaction and inner peace. This key also 
helps in the daily affairs of life, making everything flow  
more smoothly and with less friction. A positive attitude 
makes life look brighter and promising. Think positive 
and expect favorable results and situations, even if your 
current circumstances  are not as you wish them to be. 
In time your mental attitude affects your external life and 
circumstances and change them accordingly.

by Tigist Seyoun (Guidance and Councelor)

You can send your articles, news and other writings 
for EPS Newsletter through our email address: 
newsletter@ethioparentsschool.com
or submit to the Guidance and 
Counseling Officer in person.

Ethio-Parents School
Gerji, Addis Ababa          +251-116-512325
Gulele, Addis Ababa       +251-112-593747/48
Hawassa                            0462122582
Website-www.ethioparentsschool.com
Facebook– Ethio Parents school
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Helen Keller

Winners of EPS student  
Incentive scheme

EPS Student Incentive Scheme Package, with the 
aim of giving recognition to students who score the 
highest academic result in Primary School Leaving 
Examination (Grade  8) and Ethiopian University 
Entrance Examination (EUEE) , was launched by 
Hohete Tibeb S.C on 2012 G.C.

In 2013/14 academic year, two students won the 
Incentive Scheme for the first time.

The number of winning students increased  to 
seven in 2014/15 academic year.  Of the winners, 
six students are from grade 8 and one student is 
from grade 12. 

For the successful achievements, each winning 
student has been awarded Trophy cup and 7 gram 
gold medal on which his /her name, examination 
result and school logo are printed. Certificates have 
been  prized to the students ,also.

The winners have received their award in front of 
their parents, friends and all EPS community on 
October 6&7, 2015 G.C.
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What number comes inside the circle?

Daniel Zeleke who has scored the highest mark in 
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) has  repeated his 
incredible performance in Ethiopian Universities 
Entrance Examination (EUEE) by scoring 633 out 
of 700.

This result is the highest 
one in the history of 
Eth io–Parents ’ School . 
For Daniel’s magnificent 
achievement, Hohete Tibeb 
S.C has  conducted an award 
program at Nexus Hotel on 
6th August , 2015.

On the occasion , Daniel Zeleke was awarded a  
trophy cup  and a 7gram gold medal on which his 
name and his UEE result are printed. He was  also 
prized a certificate for  winning EPS student incentive 
scheme. This is an award to give recognition for 
students who have scored the highest academic 
achievement.

The participants of the occasion were Daniel’s 
parents & his friends. The Board of Directors  
and Management Team of Hohete Tibeb S.C, 
Principals and teachers of Ethio-Parents’ School, 
representatives of Parent-Student-Teacher 
Association (PSTA) and other concerned bodies 
also attended the Award Program.

Currently, Daniel has enrolled at Harvard University, 
USA, a world class university, to pursue his future  
higher education. Ethio–Parents’ School wishes 
Daniel Zeleke great and continuing success on his 
further education, future carrier and life.

Daniel Zeleke on the Top

The key to Success  The bus ride 
Imagine this! A bus pulls up at your usual stop. It’s 
destination, The Future. You climb in to the bus and start 
your frightening but exciting journey. What would you like 
to see outside your window? May be a nice house, a car 
or even a couple of kids...me personally a future with a 
private chef wouldn’t hurt. You may have a plan or you 
may not . My goal here isn’t for you to have the perfect 
answer but for you to think. The future is what you make it 
out to be. Whether you see yourself relaxing on a beach, 
or scoring a 100 in the coming national exam, go after 
what makes you happy. Whether you’re the smartest kid 
in class or the funniest or the quietest or the laziest or the 
humblest,  get on that bus without any regrets because 
you know you gave it all you had.

By Eden Birhanu & Makeda Mebratu (Grade 11)



Technology Zone

Ethio-Parents’ School is one of the first indigenous 
private school in Ethiopia to focus on Information 

and Communication Technology (ICT) as basic teaching 
element and to integrate it into every course syllabus. 
Accordingly,  ICT strongly supports the day-to-day 
teaching and learning process of the school.  Each 
classroom has one LCD projector, and teachers use PCs 
to present educational material through this medium.

Ethio-Parents’ school proudly presents, an Online 
National Examination System for grades 8,10 

and 12 students to practice exam questions that 
are designed by highly experienced subject area 
specialists.
Well edited and designed questions are provided 
with answer key following  a deep explanations on 
each exam question.

Ethio-Parents’ school is having an internet 
services for the students and other academic 

staff  to use and surf the internet for information 
queries and fact finding methodology. 
In this regard, EPS provides a high speed broad 
band internet services at the school compound via 
a  wireless services and in library and  computer lab.

This system will enable the students to practice  
simulated practical laboratory works online 

using a web based system . On the system, 
students will try out and construct models online 
to see and practice their chemistry, biology and 
physics laboratory exercises.

Classrooms in EPS are well equipped with a 
multimedia  projectors that will allow teachers 

to display texts, animations, videos and demonstra-
tions live on the class rooms to their students

This system will enable  students to access  and 
read selected materials and centralized notes 

prepared by  well experienced and qualified subject 
Experts.

በልደት ብሩክ 12

የ2007 ዓ.ም የክረምት ጊዜ ለጉለሌ ኢትዮ-ፓረንትስ የበጎ 
አድራጎት ክበብ አባላት ተማሪዎች ከወትሮ የተለየና 

በመልካም እንቅስቀሴ ያለፈ ነበር፡፡

በዚህ የክረምት ወቅት እነዚህ ሩቅ አሳቢ የክበቡ አባላት 
በአቅራቢያቸዉ የሚገኝ ‘ቀለም አምባ’ በተሰኘ የመንግስት 
ት/ቤት የሚማሩ በረካታ ዕርዳታ የሚያስፈልጋቸዉ ህፃናት 
ተማሪዎች  መኖራቸዉን ከተረዱ በኋላ ፈቃደኛ የሆኑ ጥቂት 
ወላጆችንና ተማሪዎችን በማስተባበር ስራቸዉን ቀጠሉ፡፡

በመቀጠልም ከቀለም አምባ ት/ቤት አስተዳደር  ጋር በመመካከር 
የገንዘብ ማሠባሰቢያ ኩፖን አዘጋጁ ፡፡ በመጨረሻም 
ተሳክቶላቸዉ ባሠባሰቡት 40,105.00 (አርባ ሺህ አንድ መቶ 
አምስት ብር)  አርባ ለሚሆኑ ተማሪዎች 
• የት/ቤት ዩኒፎርም እስከነ ጫማዉ
• የት/ቤት ቦርሳ
• የት/ት ቁሳቁሶች(ደብትር፣ እስክብሪቶ፣ መቅረጫ እና ላጲስ)  

እንዲሁም ተጨማሪ ድጋፎችን ለተማሪዎችና ቤተሰቦቻቸዉ 
አድርገዋል፡፡
ለዚህ በጎ እንቅስቃሴና ስኬት የጉለሌ ኢትዮ ፓረንትስ ት/ቤት 
ተማሪዎች ከጎናቸዉ በመሆን አብረዋቸዉ የነበሩ አካላትን 
በሙሉ አመስግነዋል፡፡

If you want your children to be intelligent, read them fairy 
tales. If you want them to become more intelligent read 
them more fairy tales.

                                            Albert Einstein

“Live as you were to die tomorrow, Learn as if you were 
to live forever.”

                                             Ghandi
“Education is what survives when what has been learned  
has been forgotten.”

                                             B.F.Skinner
“The best way to predict your future is to create it.”

                                             Abraham Lincoln
source:www.goodreads.com

Best Quotes

ረዥሙን የዕረፍት ጊዜ በበጎ አድራጎት ስራ

Water
Teacher– What is the formula of water?
Student– H,I,J,K,L,M,N,O.
Teacher– That is not what I thought you.
Student– But you said the formula for water was H to O.

Teacher- If H2O  is water, what is H2O4?
Student– Drinking, bathing, washing, swimming.

www.jokes4us.com

School Jokes

Ethio-Parents’ School has been providing quality 
education in all rounded basis to students from KG 
to grade 12 since its inauguration.  The school is 
highly committed in working hard for more achieve-
ments and successes in order to retain its role in 
Ethiopian education sector as the most pioneer, 
leading and iconic private school.

Currently, the school has started the publication 
of EPS Newsletter. The aim of the Newsletter is to 
updating   the school community with school news, 
constructive articles, quotes, jokes, and many more.

Hence, Ethio-Parents’ school invites all the school 
community to be part of our newsletter through 
reading, providing constructive comments and 
suggestions, writing articles, and other issues that 
you feel appropriate for the newsletter.

Message from school directors

Ethio-Paarents’ School 
Technology Systems

Online Examination systems

Internet Services

Simulated  Learning

Multimedia Classrooms

Students’ ELearning System

Ethio-Parents’ School students achieved an excellent  
result on Primary School Leaving Examination,  
National Examination for Leaving Secondary School  
and University Entrance Examination in 2007 E.C  
Academic Year.  Among students of grade 8 who 
sat for the Primary School Leaving Examination, 47 
students have scored a percentile of 99 and above. 
Besides, six students have scored a raw mark of 93 
and above which makes them winners of EPS Student 
Incentive Scheme Award. Like wise, all  the  grade 10 
students  who sat for the national examination have 
successfully joined the preparatory level of education. 
Among these students, 148 of them have scored 4.00 
points.

    

The grade 12 students  who sat for the University 
Entrance Examination in the same academic year 
also made an extremely  tremendous  achievement.  
All of them (100% ) have successfully joined varied 
universities by scoring the expected result. For these 
successful achievements, Ethio-Parents’ School has 
been awarded a cup and a Thank-you  Certificate 
from Bole Sub City  Education Bureau.

Fruits of EPS

Motivation Tip 1: Get Perspective!
When you start feeling like homework is a drag, it might 
help to start thinking about the reason you’re doing 
homework in the first place. The work you do now really 
is important, even though it’s probably hard to see 
sometimes. In truth, your nightly homework is really work 
that will form the foundation for your future. Right now 
you are probably being forced to study topics that don’t 
interest you at all.

Motivation Tip 2: Get an Attitude!
Are you a math whiz? A great  writer? Are you artistic-or 
maybe good at solving puzzles?
Most students have a special talent in one particular 
area, so they enjoy doing homework in that topic. The 
problem comes when they avoid doing the other stuff. 
Sound familiar?
The good news is that you don’t need to love everything. 
Just pick one area you love and become the self-appointed 
expert in your school. Get a serious attitude!
Think of yourself as the very best at that one topic, and 
then make it a reality.
Become a star!

Motivation Tip 3: Get Competitive!
This problem could be real or imagined. Either way, this 
problem is the best kind! If you have a competitive spirit, 
you can have a lot of fun with this one.

Motivation Tip 4: Get Your Eye on the Prize!
If you get bored just thinking about homework, then 
you may need to focus on setting and reaching goals. 
For instance, if you are having trouble getting started 
on a big science project, then divide your project into 
steps. Then, reward yourself each time you finish a step 
successfully.

Motivation Tip 5: Get Support!
It’s unfortunate but true that some students don’t receive 
much encouragement or support when it comes to school 
work. Some students don’t have any encouragement 
from family or don’t even have any family at all. But that 
doesn’t mean nobody cares. There are many people 
who care. People in your school have a big stake in your 
success. They are judged on your performance. If you 
don’t do well, they don’t do well.

     Source-http://homeworktips.about.com/

Answer for the Number Puzzle
The answer is six(6) because looking at the diagram 
in rows, the central circle equals half the sum of the 
numbers in the other circles to the left and right of the 
centre. 

5 Motivation Tips for Students


